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Objectives

• Study stochastic signals supported by arbitrary discrete struc-
tures rather than Euclidean structures.

• Define a mathematical model for stochastic graph signals with
an invariant local spectrum.

State of the Art: (Global) Stationarity [2]

Definition 1 (WSS Graph Signal). The first two moments of a WSS graph signal x are
invariant through the graph translation operator:

E[x] = E[TGx] E[xx∗] = E
[
TGx

(
TGx

)∗]
Theorem 1 (WSS Spectral Characterization). A graph signal x is WSS if and only if:
• E[x] is colinear to the Fourier mode of lowest frequency (DC Component)
• x̂(l) and x̂(k) are uncorrelated if l and k correspond to distinct frequencies

Definition 2 (Power Spectrum Density (PSD)). The PSD of the graph signal x is:

γx(l) = E
[
|x̂(l)|2

]
.

Remark 1. Two alternative definitions of (global) stationarity exist, but Definition 1 is the
first introduced, and the closest to the classical definition of stationarity. However, Defini-
tion 2 remains the same.

Contribution: Local Stationarity

Definition 3 (Localized Atoms & Localized Decomposition). Let
{
gi,m

}
i,m be a familly of

atoms with gi,m localized on vertex i, andm an index that is larger when the atom’s support
is large. The decomposition of the signal x on this familly is given by:

wx(i,m) =
〈
x, gi,m

〉
=
∑
j

x(j)g∗i,m(j).

Definition 4 (Local Power Sectrum Density (local PSD) and rescaled local PSD).

Sx(i,m) = E
[
|wx(i,m)|2

]
Sx(i,m) =

Sx(i,m)

‖gi,m‖22
.

Definition 5 (Locally Stationary Signal). A signal x is said locally stationary if and only
if its (resp. rescaled) local power spectrum Sx(i,m) (resp. Sx(i,m)) does not depend on
the vertex i.

Here, we use the spectral graph wavelets as the familly of localized atoms [3].

Background: GMRF model

Definition 6 (Gaussian Markov Random Field Model). A stochastic signal x is a GMRF
signal if and only if it is WSS with Power Spectrum Density (PSD) [4]:

γx(l) =
b

a + λl
,

where λl is the lth eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the graph, and a, b > 0.

Molène Dataset
•Geographical graph of 28 weather stations in Brittany, FRANCE.
•Weighted by a Gaussian kernel of the geographical distance (σ2 = 5.109)
• Thresholded such that weights are greater than 10−4

Figure 1: Molène Graph, with the anomaly circled, and three atoms (m = 5, m = 10 and
m = 16) centered on the anomaly.

•Hourly readings of January 2014: 744 snapshots of temperature (among other)
• Preprocessing through Empirical Mode Decomposition (see [1])
•Assumption: For a given reading, snapshots are realization of a WSS graph signal.
•Goals: (i) Check this assumption, (ii) Compute an estimate of the (global) PSD

Results with a GMRF Model
GMRF: a = b = 1. Non-stationarity: localized normalized Gaussian noise on vertex 1.

Empirical Spectral Correlation Matrix
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Figure 2: GMRF Model (left) and GMRF with non-stationarity (right) spectral correlation
matrices: Vertex 1 can not be identified as the anomaly.

Local PSD: Anomaly Detection
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Figure 3: Local PSD (coarsest scales on top, first vertex on the left) of a GMRF Model
(left) rescaled local PSD (middle) and rescaled PSD of the same model with a non-
stationarity on vertex 1 (right). M = 16 scales. Logarithmic color scales. Note that
the anomaly has an impact on local PSDs of other vertices, but to a smaller extend.

Global PSD Estimation (Least Squares)
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Figure 4: Global PSD Estimation from the Local PSD against alternative estimators (left)
same results with the non-stationarity (middle) and impact of removing the coarsest scales
(right). Black: Ground truth. EPFL refers to the estimator of [5].

Results with Temperature Data

Anomaly Detection
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Figure 5: Local PSD (coarsest scales on top, first vertex on the left) of the preprocessed
temperature data (left) and of a model following the same empirical PSD (right). Studying
the data, this station shows the sharpest short-term variations (higher variance).

PSD Estimation
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Figure 6: Global PSD Estimation from the Local PSD against alternative estimators (left)
and impact of removing the coarsest (right) for the preprocessed temperature data. Note
that EPFL estimator is smoother in low frequencies, while our estimator allows for more
richness. It can be shown that our estimator is however smoother in high frequencies.

Conclusion and Perspectives

• New definition of local stationarity for graph signals using the
newly introduced concept of local power spectrum.

• Anomaly detection using the local PSD.
• New (global) PSD estimator with more expressivity for low fre-

quencies, and smooth PSD in the high frequencies.
• Perspective: Work on {gi,m} to obtain better localization.
• Perspective: Stationarity test.
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